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Thinking of this, his blue became paler, and he swallowed constantly.
He looked at Lin Ziming’s resolute face, facing Wu Fanyi’s anger, he didn’t
have any expressions, he didn’t know whether Lin Ziming had good
psychological quality or was heartbroken.
Hey, he sighed faintly in his heart, and his heart was extremely bitter. To be
honest, he has already regretted bringing Lin Ziming here. He didn’t expect
to see Lin Ziming for a year, and Lin Ziming would become so troublesome.
Lin Ziming, who had known each other honestly before, and even said that
he was awkward, was completely different from two people.
Lin Ziming looked at Wu Fanyi and smiled, “Oh, look, what can you do to
me?”
Everyone thinks that Lin Ziming is crazy and offends Wu Fanyi. He dare to
say such things. Is he not wanting to live?
Yang Qi only felt that his scalp was numb, and he couldn’t take care of that
much. He quickly got up from the ground, grabbed Lin Ziming’s hand, and
said in a low voice, “Ziming! What are you doing, crazy! Don’t hurry up!
Apologize to Angkor!!”
Wu Fan waved a big hand, gritted his teeth, and said cruelly: “Apologize?
It’s too late! Now you are kneeling in front of me, and I can’t forgive you!”
Then he said to the director: “Chen Liang, how did you become a director?
From which garbage dump did you get back these two rubbish, and dare you
still accuse me of not being able to fight? I am very angry. Okay, you
director, don’t even think about doing it!”
As an actor, he directly called the director’s name, and his tone was
extremely poor, which made the director very shameless.
But the director didn’t dare to attack, because this matter was indeed his
problem. He found Yang Qi, which means that he also found Lin Ziming.
Now that I was so annoyed, I had the urge to strangle Lin Ziming!
He hurriedly apologized with Wu Fan, then sat down, and immediately
gritted his teeth and cursed Yang Qi: “Yang Qi! What are you doing?! I
agree with you to bring someone over, so you can bring me some neuroses. ,
You deliberately cheated me, right?”
Yang Qi was sweating with anxious head. He was originally a small person,
and his personality was relatively weak and fearful. He had never
encountered such a big scene before. The pressure he is facing now directly
exceeds the limit he can bear. The whole person was panicked, completely
uncontrollable, his legs were violently swaying, and he could not stand
firmly while standing, and his mouth was also stuttering: “Director, director,
me, me, I… I don’t know. Ah, my brother, he used to not be like this
before…I apologize to you, apologize…”
After speaking, he wanted to bow and apologize to the director and Wu Fan.
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However, when he was about to bend down, Lin Ziming stopped him and
said, “Brother Qi, you don’t have to apologize, don’t panic. I am here today,
and there is no one who can make you apologize.”
Lin Ziming’s words were very domineering and loud, as if a golden rule
could be done by speaking out, full of majesty.
Because this kind of majesty is completely inconsistent with his image, it
has brought a huge sense of disobedience, so when he said this sentence,
everyone was stunned.
Then, after they all reacted, there was a tide of ridicule, really thinking that
he was crazy, he was a lunatic.
Ning Yuning, who had a weak continuity, was full of disdain and disgust in
the eyes that looked at him.
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